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In reality he cares little for the old king, he speaks kindly only to give the appearance of loving brother. How
often theme appears:. Though yet of Hamlet our dear brother's death The memory be green, and that it us
befitted To bear our hearts in grief, and our whole kingdom To be contracted in one brow of woe Act I As
Claudius sends Voltimand and Cornelius off to give the king of Norway the message of Fortibras, he thanks
and gives them complete trust, in the deliverance of the notation. As Hamlet best said it somethings is rotten in
Denmark That being the lies which have replaced or covered the true state of each character. Claudius goes
forth to become King being next in the throne, and throughout the play pretends to be innocent and upset
about the loss of Old Hamlet. Characters such as Polonius, Claudius, and Hamlet give an impression of a
person who is sincere and genuine, but behind their masks are plagued with lies and evil. From behind this
mask they give the impression of a person who is sincere and genuine, in reality they are plagued with lies and
evil. He faces a constant inner struggle as the play progresses, in which he feels that he cannot express his true
feelings to the world around him. The king Claudius speaks with Hamlet seeming to be concerned with
Hamlet. As the play continues the twins are asked again by the king to go to Hamlet and try again to find the
real reason for Hamlets behavior. Both show that it will be very difficult for Hamlet to uncover the fidelity
hidden within the lies. This reveals a love and care for Hamlet to the council and Gertrude making Claudius
appear to be kind, loving person: You are the most immediate to our throne; And with no less nobility of love
Act I Claudius final conduct that makes him a difficult truth to uncover, is his care and want that Hamlet
remain in Denmark. Reality are very prominent in the play Hamlet by William Shakespeare. He gives him the
power to let his son Laertes stay or leave for Norway. Claudius desired to be the King of Denmark that he
went to the largest extremes to receive what he wanted, by murdering his King brother himself. In order to
cover their true intentions they portray themselves to be innocent and trustworthy, due to this many characters
die in the play. Women Themes and Colors LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in Hamlet, which
you can use to track the themes throughout the work. Hamlet Theme of Appearance vs. In Act one scene two
Claudius in the presence of council shows his true skill and ease of manner at speaking. The theme of
appearance versus reality surrounds Hamlet due to the fact that the characters portray themselves as one
person on the outside, and one different on the inside. Many analyses of Hamlet focus only on the first effect,
Hamlet's indecisiveness. Tis sweet and commendable in your nature, Hamlet, To give these mourning duties to
your father: But, you must know, you father lost a father; That father lost, lost his; and the survivor bound In
filial obligation for some term To do obsequious sorrow; but to persever In obstinate condolement is a course
Act I Claudius further makes it difficult to uncover the truth by announcing that Hamlet is next in line for the
throne of Denmark. Another example of the appearance versus reality Polonius portrays, is through his act of
attempting to break up Hamlet with his daughter Ophelia. His characters portrayed an outer appearance in
which was not his true nature, while behind his acts hid someone entirely different; a cowardice and spineless
man. The theme that remains constant throughout the play is appearance versus reality. Claudius is voted in as
king meaning he is already approved by everyone. Four of the main characters that hid behind this mask are
Polonius, Rosencrantz Guildenstern , the king Cluadius. What woudlst thou have, Laertes Act I ii, This
council would see this as a man who greatly respects his subjects and cares for them. The characters Hamlet,
Polonius, and Claudius all lie under a mask of some sort to hide their true colors from the world around them.
To thine own self be true, And it must follow as the night the day Thogh vanst not the false to any man. Both
help to contribute to the theme by showing there appearance of being Hamlets friends. Hamlet is an extremely
melancholy and bitter character throughout the play. The theme of appearance versus reality is prominent in
Hamlet because of the fact that the characters portray themselves different from what they really are. Reality
appears in each scene of Hamlet.


